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OPINION
A:

ask.fm/mandyadvice

Q:

My bf spent NYE
without me this
year. He didn’t
even invite me to hang out
with his friends, but he said
it’s because it was ‘guy’s
night.’ Turns out, pictures
of the party showed up on
FB and there were girls in
them. Nothing made me
feel more alone. Please,
give advice.
-Lonely Reader

A:

Dear Lonely
Reader,
You should never
feel alone in a relationship.
I don’t know what your
boyfriend had planned that
night, but he should never
have made you feel unimportant or irrelevant. The
key to avoiding this is main-

taining open communication
between you and your boyfriend at all times. My best
advice is to confront him
with the situation, and tell it
like you see it. If he’s worthy of you, he will be honest
about the party and what
happened there. Remember,
your feelings are not insignificant, and you have every
right to feel them.

Q:

There’s a hot
guy on campus,
and I’m dying
to talk to him. What are
some non-creepy ways
for me to strike up a
conversation with him?
And don’t you dare suggest
Wright Crushes on Twitter,
because I already tried
that.
–Looking for Love

Dear Looking for
Love,
Lucky you, I
wasn’t going to suggest
Wright Crushes, (though
if this anonymous Twitter account has worked in
bringing you together with
your true love, we here at
The Guardian would love
to hear about it.) Instead, I
was going to suggest striking up a conversation with
him in line for pizza at The
Hangar, smiling at him in
the hallway or commenting on something you know
you both have in common.
(For example, he’s wearing a
t-shirt of your favorite band.
Cue the compliments!) In all
honesty, you’re in a pickle,
because you have no context to talk to him, but don’t
worry, sometimes a sweet
comment and a wink are all
it takes.

Q:

I think my GF is
holding onto her
past relationship
with her boyfriend. She
always brings it up in
conversation, she calls the
time she was dating him
her ‘glory days’, and always
talks about moving back
to where she met him. Am
I nothing to her? I don’t
know what to do. Ugh.
-Confused

Dear Confused,,
Oh boy. This is
bad news. Run as
far away from this
relationship as you can. In
my experience, your relationship is known as a “rebound.” I’m sorry to say it,
but that’s the plain-and-simple truth, and nothing hurts
more than being somebody’s
rebound.. She’s just not that
into you, just like that Bgrade movie from 2009. You
should gently let her go and
acknowledge that she’ s not
happy being with you. Good
luck and good riddance.
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A:

Q:

Dear Mandy, I
need your help. I
have this friend
who is absolutely the most
needy person I’ve ever
met. She’s tons of fun, but
her emotional swings are
almost unbearable to deal
with and she relies solely
on me for a shoulder to
lean on (more like push to
the floor). What do I do?
-Tired Friend

A:

Dear Tired Friend,
I understand
that you are torn
between being a friend and
being completely drained
emotionally. In the end, you
are not her counselor, but
somehow along the way
you assumed that role and
now it’s time to escape it. It
doesn’t mean dropping her
as a friend, it means making things clear with her.
You need to talk. Maybe she
needs to find other ways
to make friends, or maybe
you need to take some time
off from that friendship to
rejuvenate. There is no clear
way to fix this problem, but
remember, if you are miserable or unhappy in this
friendship you need to talk
to her about it. Friendships
should never be one-sided.

Disclaimer: Ask Mandy
is satirical and intended
for humorous purposes.
The views and opinions
reflected are those of
Mandy, not The Guardian as
an organization.

Top five New Year’s
resolutions and how to OPINION: The struggle with school
keep them
Leah Schneider
Contributing Writer
Schneider.149@wright.edu

Leah Kelley
Editor-in-Chief
Kelley.90@wright.edu

E

ach New Year, people everywhere look at their
lives and decide what needs to
change. It turns out that many
people want to change the same
thing. Here is a list of the most
common New Year’s resolutions
in the United States according to
USA.gov.
1. Lose weight, eat
healthier and get fit.
2. Get out of debt.
3. Stop smoking.
4. Drink less alcohol.
5. Cut stress and anxiety.

Ironically enough, these are
often the most common resolutions to be broken each year.

The University of Scranton conducted a study revealing that
only eight percent of Americans
are successful in achieving their
resolution goals, and only 46
percent of people are successful
past the first six months.
Here are a few ways to keep
your New Year’s resolutions
past June or July. Make sure to
be specific in your new goal,
and be sure that you really want
it. Someone who halfheartedly
makes a resolution will be much
less likely to succeed. Make a
plan and be prepared to change
some of your bad habits. Remember, success does not come
overnight, so forgiving yourself
when you slip up is a necessity.
facebook.com/theguardianonline

O

ver the last month I have
had enough time away
from campus to almost entirely
forget about college life. I have
worked, seen my oldest and
closest friends and, best of all,
I haven’t had to write a single
paper, read a book not of my
choosing or try in vain to stay
awake in class. Needless to say,
it’s been a much-needed break
from academic life.
I still have a significant chunk
of time left in my undergraduate
education. Honestly, more than
I would like to have. Once I am
finished with that, then what?
Graduate school? An internship? Something where I have to
read things that aren’t my own
books and I’m stuck in the same
place I have been for 22 years?
But then there are other op@wsuguardian

tions. I could go do work exchange on a fruit and vegetable
farm in Maui. I could be a flight
attendant, which is honestly
incredibly enticing. Or I could
work, at a job similar to the one
that I have now where I love my
coworkers and make money
that could be used to, say, I don’t
know, get out of the mountain of
loan debt that is looming on my
horizon.
After three plus years of
higher education and 12 years
of not-so high education (really
missing the ease of high school
now, as a look at electric bills
and buy things like radiators
and break pads) I can say that
I’m getting tired of papers and
class. I love my education but,
(insert word my editor would
not approve of), I like just working and not having to take that
work home with me.
I also like the idea of not bewww.theguardianonline.com

ing nailed down to a specific
geographical location. That
pineapple farm in Hawaii, and
flight attendant’s ascots are
looking really appealing. But,
as this break comes to a close I
will mentally prepare myself for
the impending onslaught of essays, exams, caffeine addiction
and melt downs on the library
floor. I know I will most likely
(I promise, Mom) finish out my
undergrad without further interruptions.
When I finally finish and get
handed my diploma, I will toss
it on my coffee table, fall on the
couch and vow to do nothing responsible for at least a solid 72
hours. Until then, you can probably find me barely holding it together in the library, along with
my fellow scholars, as we work
toward that ungodly expensive,
yet irreplaceable education and
experience of a lifetime.
January 14 2015
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Wright State takes steps to reduce environmental
impact on community
wastes are blended together
and used as fuel for cement
kilns. We also generate our
own drinking water,” Palmer
said. “We have taken steps
to protect the aquifer from
which we get our drinking
water to help ensure the
safety of the Wright State
community.”
Wright State is the first
university in Ohio to become
designated as a Groundwater Guardian Green Site.
This designation has been
awarded to the university
since 2009 and recognizes its
efforts in protecting ground
water.
The new Classroom Building by University Hall also
plays a role in Wright State’s
effort to be a green university. The building has received
the Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design
(LEED) designation, joining
Diggs Laboratory as a LEED
facility. This designation
means that the construction
and design of the building
are for energy efficiency.
Ramey explained some features of the new Classroom
Building that contribute to
lessening environmental impact.
“One feature that students
will appreciate is that there
will be hydration stations in
the new Classroom Building

where they can refill their
drink containers. Staff in the
Student Success Center offices will have reusable drink
containers issued to them
so they will have no need to
throw away coffee cups or
plastic water bottles,” she
explained.
Since being a green university is a work in progress, there are still things
that Wright State could do
to be more environmentally
friendly, according to Ramey.
“We could bike more and
drive individual cars less,
compost food waste and reuse the resulting compost in
campus flower beds and continue to cut energy and wa-

gree fields available at Russ to combine the ideas of inCollege of Computer Science novation and entrepreneurecember proved to be and Engineering (CCSE). It is ship.
a landmark month for
Bullock is the current
Wright State, as it received
chairman
for the Bison Gear
The new skills taught
one of the largest donations
in the lab will provide & Engineering Corporation
from a university alumnus
in Illinois. The donation
in the history of the school students and the engi- will be used to turn three of
at $3 million.
neering curriculum with the current laboratories in
The new skills taught in
the basement of CCSE into
the lab will provide stu- the critical and creative a facility containing a classdents and the engineering
thinking needed to
room, lab space and a space
curriculum with the critical
make ideas come to life. for rapid student prototype
and creative thinking needdesigning. They will move
ed to make ideas come to set to open in the fall semes- from mere ideas to becoming
life. This is considered one of ter of 2016, with the ground- marketable items.
the lab’s overall goals.
breaking and construction
In addition, Bullock has set
The Bison Gear & Engi- starting this February.
aside monies to establish the
neering Design InnopreneurThe laboratory’s donor, Mr. Ronald D. Bullock Endowed
ship Laboratory has been Ron Bullock, coined the word Professorship in Engineerdesigned for use by all the de- “innopreneurship” in order ing Design & Innovation po-

sition, which will serve as
the head runner for the new
laboratory.
An Endowed Professorship, the highest academic
award a university can grant
to an instructor, will last as
long as the university exists.
It is considered a great honor
to the person who chosen for
the position as well as the
person whose donations establish the professorship.
Dr. Nasser Kashou, an assistant professor in the Biomedical, Industrial & Human
Factors Engineering Department, said: “In regards to
biomedical engineering, I always tell students working
with me to ask the question,

Taylor McKinley
News Writer
McKinley.25@wright.edu

M

aking an effort to become a more environmentally friendly university,
Wright State has taken many
steps over the years to be
aware of its impact on the environment. The department
of Environmental Health and
Safety plays a big role in this
ongoing effort.
Wright State addresses
sustainability and environmental consciousness on
campus in several ways.
Linda Ramey, the associate
director of the Office of Sustainability, explained.
“There are several projects
and programs on campus
that are related to the environment, such as our co-mingled recycling efforts, one
of the longest running programs we have,” Ramey said.
“Gina Reese deserves much
of the credit for our recycling
program, where for the last
ten years or so we have obtained containers that permit students to choose to
recycle their plastic and glass
bottles, cans, cardboard and
paper rather than just dump
it in the trash.”
Only
environmentally
friendly, nontoxic cleaning

chemicals are used according to Ramey. “WSU has won
awards and been recognized
as a leader in the area of
green cleaning,” Ramey said.
The Energy Program,
spearheaded by Sarah Barrett, is another program that
focuses on reducing Wright
State’s environmental impact, specifically saving energy.
“The program has resulted
in huge financial savings in
the last five years,” Ramey
said. “ABM is Wright State
University’s partner in implementing and ensuring
that our heating and cooling
equipment are operating at
maximum performance and
conserving energy resources.”
Other small but impactful efforts that take place
around campus include Campus Cleanups, an Earth Day
event and the reuse of supplies such as binders, file
folders and binder clips.
The university tries to reduce the amount of waste
generated at the university
by coming up with useful
ways to recycle it, according
to Bill Palmer, environmental
compliance officer.
“Many of our flammable

ter use on campus, especially
when buildings are not occupied. A resale event could be
organized so that at the end
of the school year, students
could donate items that they
aren’t taking home that are
still good so that they could
be sold to incoming students
the following year. Proceeds
from the sales could be used
to fund Green Projects on
campus and the surrounding area,” she said. “There’s
always more we could be doing to help the environment
and to help students, faculty
and staff to think and act sustainably.”

Photo by Natalie McDonald

Outside the Box: New Innopreneurship laboratory to open fall 2016
Olivia Rutherford
Contributing Writer
Rutherford.24@wright.edu

D
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‘What is the clinical significance of this project?’ If this
isn’t clear then it may not be
the most efficient use of our
time.”
The main feedback from
the seniors in the biomedical
engineering program is that
they wish that they had more
hands-on experience in the
classroom and how beneficial that would prove to be.
“What is the significance
and positive contribution to
humanity?” Kashou asked.
“In one way or another, I
hope in developing this new
lab space, we will keep this
in mind or even make it our
motto.”

NEWS 5

Medical Mentoring Program
Money gets smarter coming spring semester
with mobile wallets Pre-med students expected to excel
Praise for computerized credit
and concerns for security

Adrienne Lohr
Contributing Writer
Lohr.8@wright.edu

P

aperless money is not
a new concept, but
with the advent of smart
technology, it is becoming a
reality for many consumers.
Instead of carrying bulky
wallets crammed with cash
and credit cards, mobile wallets can be downloaded onto
smartphones and tablets to
simplify the purchasing process.
There are currently two
different types of mobile
wallets that can be used in
the checkout line. The first
is through cloud-based apps
like LevelUp. These apps link
to credit or bank accounts.
One can then make payments
by either hitting a button or
showing a barcode on the
phone’s screen for a cashier
to scan.
The second type of mobile
wallet is used by Near Field
Communication (NFC). Apps
like Google Wallet use this
technology. Users can pay by
selecting a payment account,
then tapping the phone to an
NFC payment terminal.
This technology, while still
somewhat new, has its conveniences. Corrie Mick, 22,
said, “I really like the benefit of not having to carry
your credit and debit cards
around.”
Janet Cory, 59, echos Mick’s
enthusiasm over the convenience. Although she’s never

used a mobile wallet, Cory
said, “You wouldn’t run the
risk of someone mugging you
and running off with your
credit cards, losing them or
forgetting to bring them with
you. It would save time since
you wouldn’t have to search
through all of your cards, as I
usually do.”
However, mobile wallets
raise questions. “Couldn’t
someone hack in and steal all
of your information?” Cory
asked.
Concern for security is
warranted; however, Apple
suggests that their mobile
wallet app, Apple Pay, is
more secure than traditional
credit cards.
With Apple Pay, credit card
and bank account numbers
are disguised by unique device account numbers and
transition-specific verification numbers that are used to
process payments. Through
this method, credit card and
bank account numbers are
never shared with payment.
Tyler Mick, who has been
using mobile wallet applications since he bought his
first smartphone in 2013, is
excited for mobile payments
to become more popular and
accepted.
“It’s a trend that’s not
growing fast enough,” Mick
said.
facebook.com/theguardianonline

with mentors to guide them
Patrick Schmalstig
Contributing Writer
Schmalstig.5@wright.edu

T

he Boonshoft School
of Medicine has begun
a mentoring program for
spring semester to help students with extra preparation
for medical school.
The program is designed
mainly for pre-medical students from Wright State in
the second or third year of

college. However, it is not
required, and they even
welcome students from surrounding institutions such as
the University of Dayton.
As part of the program,
pre-med students are paired
with medical students who
mentor and assist them
with the process of medical school. Additional topics
covered include interview
preparation, time management processes, what to add

to medical school applications and strategies to study
for the Medical College administration test.
Those who wish to become doctors or who have
questions regarding medical
school should consider signing up no later than Jan 16
There are no costs, but premed students are expected
to stay committed to the program and to take advantage
of the opportunity.

best leadership and diversity
training in the world. They
are mission focused and are
good at working with a wide
range of high-stress situations, and they are trained
from day one to work in
teams,” Gordon said. “These
traits prove to be beneficial
in the education field.”
Gordon also suggests that
education is a field that is
attractive for military members.
“They have a need to be of
service and to give back. This
is often an ethos that attracts
them to the armed forces in
general. They are also attracted to professions that
have a clear path towards
employment. Teaching or
nursing require licensure
to participate. This kind of

structure mirrors the structure in the military in terms
of how to get in and how to
advance,” said Gordon.
While there are benefits
to Ohio’s new declaration,
Gordon spotted a possible
drawback. Along with the fee
eliminations, veterans may
also request reimbursement
for educator licensure tests.
“The only problem with a
reimbursement scenario is
that vets have to deal with
another layer of bureaucracy
to get their money back,” said
Gordon.
Samuel Ballou, who serves
in the United States Air
Force, finds that the education field is not for him but
thinks that this new legislation has promise. “It is nice
to have options,” Ballou said.

Fees eliminated for veterans looking
to obtain educator licenses
Adrienne Lohr
Contributing Writer
Lohr.8@wright.edu

A

s of Jan 2, 2015, the
Ohio Department of
Education has eliminated
fees for veterans and active
service members and their
spouses to apply for educator licenses in the state.
Fees will be waived for
candidates of all the department’s 45 educator licenses
in an effort to attract service members to the education field. License renewals
will also be provided free of
charge.
Seth Gordon, Director of
the Veteran and Military
Center at Wright State University, sees the benefits of
service members in the education system.
“They have some of the
@wsuguardian
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MLK Week:

WSU celebrates King’s legacy
Adam Ramsey
Features Writer
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

N

ext week, the Bolinga
Center will host a variety of events in honor of
Martin Luther King Day, including a transportation to
the citywide Martin Luther
King Day March in Dayton
on Monday, Jan. 19, a march
across the WSU campus on
Tuesday, Jan. 20 and a showing of “Letters from Birmingham Jail,” a documentary
about letters written by King
while he was incarcerated,
which will be screened on
Wednesday, Jan. 21.
In collaboration with the
RTA, the Bolinga Center will
provide transportation to

According to Bolds,
the WSU Annual
Unity March and
Rally will occur on
Tuesday from noon
to 1 p.m.

participate in the Citywide
MLK March, which will be
held on Monday from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. According to Assistant Director Nycia Bolds,
the bus will leave at 9:15
a.m. to take students to the
Charles Drew Health Facility
and will pick up students at
the Dayton Convention Center at noon to return to WSU.
Students who want transportation to the Citywide
MLK March should RSVP by
calling the Bolinga Center
before Jan. 15.
According to Bolds, the
WSU Annual Unity March
and Rally will occur on Tuesday from noon to 1 p.m.
The march, beginning at the
Bolinga Center in Millett Hall,
will stretch to four corners of
the campus, where participants can learn about different historical and current issues concerning racism and
the civil rights movement
before ending in the Student
Union Atrium, where a guest
speaker from the NAACP will
address issues that are present within the community.
Finally, the documentary
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“Letters from Birmingham
Jail” will be shown in the Millett Hall Atrium from noon to
2 p.m. There will be a panel
discussion about the documentary immediately after
the showing.
“On behalf of the Bolinga
Center,” said Bolds, “we believe it is important that
students, faculty and staff
understand where we came
from so that we understand
where we are going. This
particular letter became
a pivotal important piece
about the civil rights movement, about racism, about
Kingian principles and his vision and dream.”
Bolds believes that it is
important to celebrate the
memory of Martin Luther
King Jr. so that our future
might be a brighter one.
“It’s important to keep his
vision and goal alive, because it has been over 50
years and we’re still fighting
in the same struggle,” said
Bolds. “Continuing to honor
his memory can help bring
awareness to our communities.”

Refocusing for spring: How to make the
most of the new semester
Adam Ramsey
Features Writer
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

B

eing a college student
means being human,
and that means mistakes. Not
every class is a piece of cake,
and many students have received a disappointing grade
for a class. It is easy to get
focused on work and forget
to properly manage stress.
With the New Year underway, what steps should you
take to refocus your spring
semester?

Schedule study time
as seriously as you
would work or class.

When you sit down to
dig into the books without
a schedule, it is easy to let
things cut into your time or
to study less than need to.
However, if you block out
your study time like you
would for work, then you’ll
get more out of studying and
be properly prepared for
your next test.

When it’s push time,
take drastic measures
to eliminate distractions.

Sometimes turning off
game consoles or televisions
just isn’t enough. At the press
of a button, you can be in a
procrastinator’s paradise. If
your main distraction is an
electronic device, unplug it
and pack it away. If it’s too
big to move, hide the power
cord. If it’s the internet, find
ways to set up parental controls to limit your time on
the web. If you need it, see if
you can get an accountability
partner. Do whatever keeps
you in the game.

Make lists, plans and
make sure you follow
them.

If you keep track of your
tasks and goals for the week,
you’ll be more likely to keep
on track with your schedule.
If you have bigger projects,
split them up into different
sections and complete each
section as you see fit. If you
feel like you need to take a
break, write down that break
as a goal for the day.

Maintain a healthy
diet, exercise and
make time for healthy
sleep patterns.

A lot of these things fall by
the wayside when faced with
stressful weeks, but these
are the things that get us
prepared to do work. Exercise has even been shown to
reduce stress. Letting these
things go can affect your life
in the long-term.

Start small and work
up to bigger things.

If you aren’t a person who
maintains responsible habits now, you aren’t going to
wake up and find yourself
organizing your notes by
subject, date and type of paper. Changing is a process,
and the best way to do that
is to gradually take on bits
at a time. Start with a simple
schedule and progress from
there.

Schedule a few hours
of “you” time a week.

Although stress might be
a motivator, it is not good
for your physical and mental
health. If you tend to push
yourself too far, then a few
hours a week of doing things
you want to do will allow you
time to breathe.

Kids’ Tickets
$10!
Ages 2-12. Limit of four (4) kids’ tickets with purchase of a full-price adult ticket.
Restrictions, exclusions and additional charges may apply.
Subject to availability. Excludes premium seats.

JAN. 30 & 31
WSU NUTTER CENTER
Fri. 7:30 PM
Sat. 2:00 & 7:30 PM

Pit Party: Sat. 11:30 am – 1:00 PM

© 2014 Feld Motor Sports, Inc. Competitors shown are subject to change.

www.theguardianonline.com
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facebook.com/theguardianonline
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Dayton’s not dead: 3D printing
Andrea Schaaf
Contributing Writer
Schaaf.14@wright.edu

C

ombining a creative
atmosphere with craft
beers and tasty food, Proto
Build Bar on First Street in
Dayton provides a unique
experience for customers of
all ages. Complete with 3D
printers, the world’s largest
claw game, great music and
a flavorful menu, the bar is
truly one of a kind. Currently,
Proto is believed to be the
only bar of its kind; quite the
treat for the Dayton area.
Customers are in and out
of Proto all day long, having
their coffee, meeting friends,
and printing many different

objects and designs on the
printers. With a wall full of
these printers, you can create anything. Starting around
$20, Proto is introducing the
public to the exciting aspect
of 3D printers in today’s
world; customers are learning the basics of the printing
process and having an enjoyable night out doing it.
For customers who are
feeling a little more adventurous, Proto Build Bar offers
the opportunity to make your
print come to life as well.
Equipped with the tools and
staff to help you make it happen, they are ready to show
customers how to electrify

their prints. Additional to the
printing, for a fee of $25 per
hour, customers can rent one
of the eight maker benches
and bring their objects to life.
Not only does Proto Build
Bar allow for customers to
become familiar with the latest electronics, but they also
offer a relaxed atmosphere
perfect for a night out or
drinks with friends. Recognized for their originality
and unique experience, Proto
is succeeding in bringing the
latest technology and forms
of entertainment to Dayton,
one 3D print at a time.

New fraternity joins Wright State Greek
system
Adam Ramsey
Features Writer
Ramsey.55@wright.edu

A

lpha Sigma Phi, a fraternity with origins at
Yale University, has opened
a new chapter at WSU, joining the Greek community on
Jan. 12.
According to Layton Piver,
Coordinator of Expansion
and Growth for the fraternity, Alpha Sigma Phi was
founded in 1845 by Yale
students Louis Manigault,
Stephen Ormsby Rhea, and
Horrace Spangler Weiser
with the intention of creating a literary society where
students “could discuss ideas
and speak freely on topics of
education without the fear of
Yale administration hindering their discussions,” said
Piver.
Piver described Alpha Sigma Phi as one of the nation’s
ten oldest and fastest-growing fraternities. The organization focuses on “‘Bettering The Man’ through the
creation and perpetuation of
brotherhood founded upon
the values of character: Silence, Charity, Purity, Honor
and Patriotism,” said Piver.
They also help support one
charity for each of these values as well, which sets them
apart from other fraternities
which, according to Piver,

support “one or two [charitable causes].”
Jeremy Keller, Graduate
Assistant of Fraternity and
Sorority Life for the Office
of Student Activities, is excited to see what the addition of Alpha Sigma Phi will
do for the Greek community
at WSU.
“Our current chapters are
used to working at WSU,”
said Keller. “However, with
Alpha Sigma Phi, there’s a
new perspective. There will
be growth in the Greek community, which will inspire
other chapters to set a better
example and to keep doing
as well as they have been doing.”
Along with a fresh face to
add to Greek organizations,
Keller believes that Alpha
Sigma Phi can help increase
student participation in fraternities and sororities.
Piver will host a table in
the Student Union from
10am to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday from Jan. 12
to Feb. 7. There will also be
information sessions held
every Wednesday. Students
interested in getting involved
in Alpha Sigma Phi have the
unique opportunity to be a
Founding Father are encouraged to contact Piver through
email, meet with him at the
Alpha Sigma Phi table, or to
attend one of the information meetings.
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Work stations at Proto Build Bar		
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Expert care to get you moving again

Experiencing bone or joint pain? The
specialists at Wright State Physicians
Orthopaedics are uniquely trained to get
you moving again.
We specialize in the following:
n
n Hand
Joint replacement
n
n Spine
Sports medicine
n
Shoulder and elbow n Trauma
n
n Podiatry
Foot and ankle
n
n Orthopaedic oncology
Knee
In addition to locations thoughout the Dayton
area, we are conveniently located at the
Wright State Physicians Health Center
on the Wright State University campus.

wrightstateortho.org

937.208.2091
@wsuguardian
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What’s your
New Year’s
resolution?
Alexis

I want to be nicer this year, just
because I could be mean sometimes,
and that’s uncomfortable. I don’t
want to talk about people, and I
want to smile more.

We asked.

You answered.

Zaine
I want to gain 20 pounds, because
I’m competing in a body building
competition. I need that lean muscle
mass.

Erik

Kenzi

I made the usual ones, like losing
weight and keeping good grades.
Also smaller ones for me, like
making eye contact with people,

I want to get better at Japanese. I’m
just taking it for fun.

Kate

I need to stop buying necklaces.
I have like fifty, and I have nails
going in a line down my wall that
they all hang on.

going out of my comfort zone and
doing things I wouldn’t have done
before. Just talking to people, and
being more social!
8
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Men’s basketball notebook: Raiders disciplined for
offseason behavior
Donlon suspends trip to Italy
Justin Boggs
Sports Editor
Boggs.59@wright.edu

A

fter having four players charged with misdemeanor crimes last year, Wright
State head coach Billy Donlon
has penalized his squad by canceling a planned overseas trip
for his squad this summer.
Donlon announced at the public meeting of the WSU Athletics
Council in October that the team
planned on returning to Italy in
2015 only to cancel those plans.
Donlon asked The Guardian to
wait two months before reporting the penalty.
“When all this took place, at
the end of August, we were getting ready to sign a contract to
go back to Italy, it was done, we
were going,” Donlon said before
members of the Athletics Council. “We had permission from
President (David) Hopkins, Dan
(Abrahamowicz), Bob (Grant),
Rod (Perry) and based on the
behavior, I canceled the trip.”
The NCAA permits basketball teams to take overseas trips
once every four years. As part of
the trips, programs are allowed
to get extra practices and play
games against club teams at
their destination. The Raiders
last traveled in 2011 when the
squad visited Italy.
During the offseason, three
men’s basketball players were
charged with various alcohol
charges. Another player, senior
center Tavares Sledge, was released from the basketball team
after Donlon found a gun in
Sledge’s car at WSU’s practice
facility. Sledge subsequently
spent three days in a Greene
County jail on illegal firearm
possession.
“Clearly we don’t have 17
guys acting inappropriately,
but the act of a few did affect
the many,” Donlon said. “If you
don’t think it is significant we
canceled that trip, it is very significant. Is that the only punishment? It is not, but we have
done things and will continue to
do things to correct and rectify
the behavior.”
At the same meeting, Donlon was critical of the media’s
response to the offseason legal
trouble Wright State’s players
found themselves in.
“I don’t think 18-22 year

olds multiple times should have
their name in the paper, that
is my opinion,” Donlon said. “I
don’t think if it was your son or
daughter, you would want your
son or daughter’s name in the
paper eight or nine times for
their digressions. I don’t think
any of us would and I think that
gives us more of a principled,
realistic view.”
Closing in on 1,000 points
Wright State senior point
guard Reggie Arceneaux is closing in on becoming the 29th
Raider to score 1,000 points and
the first since Vaughn Duggins
did so in 2010.
After scoring 10 points against
Youngstown State last week, Arceneaux is 47 points away from
joining the 1,000-point-club going into the game against Cleveland State.
Arceneaux has been battling a
broken bone in his foot in recent
weeks. Last week’s 10-point
performance was just Arceneaux’s second double-figure
game in 12 contests.
Attendance up
Going into tonight’s tilt,
Wright State is leading the Horizon League in attendance averaging 4,273 per game through
six contests. Wright State is
drawing nearly 1,800 above the
league’s average this season.
Through six games last year,
Wright State averaged 3,200
fans.
Despite the rise in attendance at Wright State, the average attendance for the Horizon
League is down from last year.
when the league averaged 2,900
fans per game.
Scouting Cleveland State
The game between Wright
State and Cleveland State marks
a rematch of a tightly contested
Horizon League semifinal contest last year. The road team
won both of the regular season
matchups with WSU topping
CSU in the league’s semifinal
played in Green Bay.
The Vikings are coming off
their first Horizon League loss
of the year after a 3-0 start to
league play. Cleveland State lost
at Valpo 58-56 Saturday.
Trey Lewis, who averages
16 points a game, leads CSU.
Dayton native Andre Yates has
started in all 18 contests for the
Vikings averaging 7.1 points per
game.
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Stanton in game vs Green Bay

Raider Spotlight: Stanton helps
inner-city communities, Raiders rebound
Stanton among national leaders in rebounds
Alan Hieber
Contributing Writer
hieber.2@wright.edu

W

right State forward
Tayler Stanton has
been cleaning up the boards
this season as one of the nation’s leading rebounders in
women’s college basketball
with 11.6 per game, which is
good enough for ninth overall in Division I. On the floor,
Stanton is a fierce rebounder,
but off it she shows a softer
side as she involves herself in
charity work.
Stanton is currently working on her masters in public administration, which is
geared towards government
and non-profit organizations.
“The basic thing that I want
to do when I get my degree is
to make a difference,” Stanton said.
Over the years, Stanton
has participated in volunteer
work for several organizations, including work with
the NAACP and another organization in Los Angeles.
“This summer I volunteered with a group for a
project called Urban Project
Los Angeles, and I worked
with kids in the inner-city
projects,” Stanton said.
On the floor, Stanton’s rebounding ability can be a
spark plug for the performance of the entire team, according to WSU head coach
Mike Bradbury.
@wsuguardian

“It’s an important piece
to how we play and a lot of
times it will give us some
extra energy. It’s very important to our team,” said Bradbury.
The talent on the boards
that Stanton displays is
something that cannot simply be taught through practice, according to Bradbury.
“I think it’s more of a natural ability. It’s not really anything we have taught her. You
just have to have a passion
to want to do it and she has
that,” Bradbury said.
As for the rest of the season, Bradbury is hoping to
see more of the same effort
Stanton has proven to already be capable of.
“I think she has really improved and worked on her
game. I think she has been
really good so far and hopefully she can play the second
half of the season like she did
the first,” Bradbury said.
Even with natural ability,
Stanton does still find constant practice a significant
factor in staying sharp with
her ability to get in an ideal
position for rebounds.
“When it comes to rebounding, not only do I have
to get the ones that come to
me, but I have to get the ones
that go all over the place.
I have to practice moving
around people,” said Stanton.
www.theguardianonline.com

As defending Horizon
League Conference tournament champions, the goal
for the Raiders is to repeat as
champions and stay together
as a team.
“It’s really about winning
for my teammates and making sure that we stay together through adversity,” Stanton said.
Wright State tipped off conference play with a 68-59 loss
to conference rival and 16time regular season League
champion Green Bay last
Wednesday. Stanton was still
able to collect 13 rebounds
in a game that was a battle
on the boards. As a team the
Raiders were out-rebounded
by 12 in the game. Stanton
feels that rebounding is a key
determination in whether or
not her team wins or losses.
“If we get out-rebounded,
I automatically feel that it’s
my fault because that’s my
job. It’s to make sure that we
rebound. If rebounds are not
on the top end for us, that can
impact the outcome of the
game.”
With the toughness that
Stanton has proven to posses
for rebound positioning, her
mother came up with a nickname for her.
“She calls me the garbageman because I do the dirty
work.”
January 14 2015
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Baseball: Rolen gets Raiders rollin’
WSU to host its 11th annual team banquet

n Jan. 23, Wright State’s
Nutter Center will host
seven-time All-Star and World
Series champion Scott Rolen
as the keynote speaker at their
baseball program’s 11th annual First Pitch Banquet. The
banquet will introduce Wright
State’s 2015 baseball team and
bring alumni back together to
raise funds for the program.
WSU head coach Greg Lovelady said, “This is an unbelievable night to see what the

Wright State baseball kids are
all about. What this program is
all about and what they mean
to this community. It’s a fun
night to get out. You’re going
to see somebody speak with a
great message that has been a
big part in the Cincinnati and
Dayton communities.”
A silent auction consists of
signed jerseys by baseball players Albert Pujols, Felix Hernandez, Mike Trout, Rolen and Joe
Smith. There will also be footballs signed by Andy Dalton, AJ
Green, Giovanni Bernard and
Marvin Lewis.
Lovelady said that every dol-

Lee Barker
Sports Writer
Barker.94@wright.edu

WSU outrebounds Detroit in win

Lee Barker
Sports Writer
Barker.94@wright.edu

O

lar matters he wants to give his
team an unbelievable experience that will prepare them for
the rest of their lives.
“I want our kids to feel first
class,” Lovelady said. “I want to
make sure that they get treated
like a national program would
and that’s what I think this place
is. I want to make sure I can get
them everything they need. I
want them to have nice equipment, travel the way that we
need to travel, play the type of
schedule that I want to play and
provide them with the memories that I think they need to
have when they get out of here.

Women’s basketball notebook:
Rebounding key to WSU’s success
W

right State went 1-1 last
week to begin Horizon
League conference play. In a
rematch of the 2014 conference championship game versus Green Bay, the Raiders fell
short losing 68-59 on Wednesday night.
The Raiders were out-rebounded by 12 in the game and
only scored 14 points in the
paint, which was a big contributor to their loss.
“We’re top 10 in the country in rebound margin and that
was the difference in the game,”
WSU head coach Mike Bradbury
said.
Last
Wednesday’s
loss
dropped Wright State to 39th in
the nation in rebounding margin. The Raiders currently outrebound their opponents by 7.3
boards per game.
On Saturday against Detroit,
the Raiders got back on track
by outrebounding the Titans by
four and scoring 34 points in
the paint.
“We still have to get better,”
said Bradbury. “Plus four is not
going to be good enough for us
to win very often.”
Seniors stepping up for
WSU
Senior guard Tay’ler Mingo
has been a key factor to the
Raiders’ success of late by averaging 25.5 points per game in
the last two games.
When asked about how she
continues to play at such a high
level she said, “With the help of
my teammates and sometimes
10
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To do all of that, I need to raise
money.”
Rolen, who spent his last four
of 17 seasons with the Reds,
played for five different Major
League organizations. He had
2,077 career hits with a .281
batting average. His career
fielding percentage of .968 assisted him in winning eight Gold
Gloves, which is the third most
of all third basemen in Major
League history.
“He’s been one of the best
third basemen in the last 30
years,” said Lovelady. “He’s a
seven-time All-Star, eight-time
Gold Glove winner and a Rookie

of the Year. I think the message
he will give will be well done
and positive. I think that it will
rub off on our guys.”
For $70 a person, guests can
enjoy a silent auction and cash
bar, followed by dinner and
the speech by Rolen. VIP tables
can be purchased for groups of
10 people for $1,000 which includes a meet and greet before
the event. Doors open at 6:30
p.m.

just the luck of the ball drop- Valparaiso next week for two
ping. My defense helps me out more conference games. Both
a bit too.”
opponents sit at the bottom of
Breanna Stucke has also been the Horizon League standings.
playing well of late for the RaidBradbury said he wants to
Breanna Stucke		
Photo by Justin Boggs
ers, by contributing 19 points “play our best game and take
versus Green Bay and 15 versus care of the task at hand. We’ll
“We have to be mentally and
Detroit.
get prepared and go up there a 4-11 Valparaiso team led by
Dani
Franklin.
Franklin
averphysically
tough,” said BradRaiders getting healthy
and see what happens.
ages
12.5
points
per
game
and
bury.
“It’s
hard to win in the
In the Green Bay game,
Tonight, the Raiders play Milleads
the
conference
in
3
point
league
and
we have to make
guards, JJ Williams and Kendyl waukee (5-9) in a matchup of
percentage
with
.479
percent.
sure
that
mentally
we’re right
Hinton were both unavailable the conference’s top two scorValparaiso
ranks
second
in
the
so
that
physically
we
can go out
but were available on Saturday ers so far this season. Mingo
conference
in
3
point
field
goal
and
play.”
against Detroit. Williams played is first in the league averaging
The next home game for the
11 minutes while Hinton played 22.7 points per game, followed percentage by shooting .370 as
a
team.
Wright
State
is
at
the
Raiders
will be versus Clevethree last Saturday.
by Ashley Green averaging 20.1
bottom
of
the
list
shooting
.289
land
State
on Saturday, Jan. 24
Guard Abby Jump has been points per game.
percent
from
behind
the
arc.
at
2
p.m.
using a back pad on the bench
On Saturday, the Raiders play
during games
to keep warm.
However, Bradbury
claims,
“This is the
healthiest we’ve
been in a long
time.”
“Everybody
wants to win,”
Mingo
said.
“That’s the goal
when you play.
Hopefully
we
move in the
right direction.”
Other Weekly Events
Spring Retreat
L o o k i n g Mass Times
ahead
Sundays 11am and 6:30pm
Wednesdays:
Feb. 6-8
The
RaidTuesdays 6:30pm
Reconciliation 5:45-6:15
Register at:
ers are now an
Wednesdays
6:30pm
Bosco
Night
7pm
raidercatholics.com/retreatoverall 12-4 on
registration
the season and Thursdays 12:30pm
1-1 in conference play. They
For more information on retreats and events, contact Jenna Connor at jenna.connor@wright.edu
will travel to
Milwaukee and

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
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Local band “God Bless and Asher Jones” to
play Canal Public House
Cody Drake
Contributing Writer
Drake.50@wright.edu

L

ocal band God Bless and
Asher Jones, have a chemistry on stage that is unparalleled. The band has a unique
sound that perfectly intertwines
the sounds of hip-hop and rock.
Matthew “God Bless” Frasier
captures the crowd’s attention
with his emcee abilities. Performing with him are Ryan “Asher” Jones on vocals, Aaron Reece
on bass guitar, Jacob Oxley on
guitar and Marques McConnell
on the drums.
Jones and Frasier have been
playing music for several years
and though they were always
the most anticipated performers of the night, they always entertained the idea of performing
with a live band. In 2011 they
entered “Truth & Triumph’s
Battle of The Bands” and add-

We dont‘ sell cars, but
you might!

Photo courtesy of God Bless and Asher Jones
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and its present-day implications. This class will be taught by Dr. Tracy Snipe and
meets on Mondays from 4:40 to 7:10 p.m.

Visit civil rights
Cost:
landmarks in Nashville,
• $250 for students enrolled in PLS 4940/6940-01: Modern Civil
Memphis, Jackson,
Rights Movement: Pilgrimage. Class is scheduled for Spring 2015.
MONTGOMERY, and Atlanta
• $300 for students not enrolled in PLS 4940/6940-01
•

$500 for community members

More information and a tentative itinerary as well as additional Black History
Month events, please review our website at: wright.edu/bolinga
Contact Nycia Bolds at nycia.bolds@wright.edu
or (937) 775-5645 for more information.
This trip is sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Affairs and Community Engagement with support from: Bolinga Center,
University Center for International Education, College of Liberal Arts, and the Political Science Department.
facebook.com/theguardianonline

ed Oxley on the guitar to gain
a more “live” sound. As they
moved on through the rounds,
they added Reece on the bass.
Soon after taking second place,
they added the final piece of the
puzzle, McConnell’s percussion.
“It was fate how the whole
thing came together,” said Frasier, when asked about the band’s
chemistry. “I’m just fortunate
to be surrounded by a group of
friends that I have such a musical admiration for.” The members of God Bless and Asher
Jones share more than music;
they also share a close friendship.
God Bless and Asher Jones
will be performing live Jan. 16
at the Canal Public House in
downtown Dayton. Alongside
them will be performers Bizare
from Shady records, Sidekick
Complex and C.Rose.

@wsuguardian
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A is for Author: WSU student and her published work
Dylan Dohner
News Editor
Dohner.6@wright.edu

“M

y parents, and my
mom
especially,
were really into encouraging the arts and trying different things. Ironic, since my
mom’s an accountant and my
dad’s an engineer.”
A very charming origin
story, considering Deborah
Rocheleau’s current standing as a published author of
short stories in a range of literary magazines, a finalist in
certain poetry competitions
and winner in others, and
who is currently on the road
to publishing her first novel,
SELENA, SELENA, all this before junior year of college.
“I knew I didn’t love visual
arts like my sister, who’s an
artist,” the WSU sophomore
said. “But when we did writing, I said, ‘I think I love this
enough to make a career out
of it.’”

Rocheleau began getting
serious about her interests
around the age of 16, and has
since cemented her works
in a variety of literary journals and magazines. These
include Tin House, where
one can find her short story
“Cola Man,” Mock Turtle
Zine (“Cave Paintings”), and
Sinclair’s Flights magazine
(“Macbride’s Apparel”).
Among her accolades are
1st place for her short story
“Grounded” in the Calvin
College Festival of Faith and
Writing Poetry Contest, first
place in the YARN review’s
Fall Poetry Drive with “Yeast
Rolls,” the Graham Greene
Award in the ACM Short Story and Poetry Contest for her
story, “The Diary of Never.”
“I really love to write novels,” Rocheleau said, “that’s
my main goal. But whenever
you first start out, it’s easier
to get short stories and poetry published.” Her preferred genres to write swing
between literary fiction and
young adult. “I like to write a
lot of realistic and contemporary fiction, things that take
place in the real world. “
Rocheleau’s writing ratio
currently stands at about 50
percent short stories, 25 percent novels and 25 percent
poetry.
Constantly on the lookout
for ideas, Rocheleau com-

bines various separate elements --settings, people
with great passions (as with
her stories about sea turtle
rescuers and rock climbers)
and emotional issues -- and
writes her stories from there.
“I usually don’t have much
structure in the first draft.
Sometimes I’ll have a beginning and have an endpoint in
mind, and I’ll throw in a couple obstacles to the character

“I really love
to write novels,”
Rocheleau said.

achieving their end goal just
to get the story moving,” Rocheleau said. “In drafts, I outline very specifically and figure out where the midpoint
is, where everything comes
to a head, where the character almost achieves their goal
and then fails.”
The publishing process
may seem to many an impossible venture. It can be difficult as a prospective author
to pick and choose the correct magazines, publishers,
agents and even genres and
styles that any of those venues are looking for. Rocheleau said to start with literary magazines. “There are a
ton out there. They’ll accept
short work from unknown

and unpublished authors.”
Starting local is ideal, since
they will have a smaller pool.
The aforementioned Flights
in Sinclair and Dayton’s Mock
Turtle Zene, as well as the
Nexus Literary Magazine at
Wright State, can act as effective stepping stones.
“When you write a novel,
you don’t send it out to publishers directly. You’ll send
it to a literary agent, a gobetween for authors and
publishers,” said Rocheleau.
“They’re really there to be
gatekeepers, because publishers get so many submissions now, that they don’t
really pay attention to them
anymore, because so many
people want to write.”
The internet helps in finding agents. Agent Query
and Publishers Marketplace
can be wonderful resources
when an author can’t seem
to find anything local. And a
clever little trick, Rocheleau
says, is to read the acknowledgements pages of your favorite books. “A lot of times
the author will list their
agent and say ‘thanks to soand-so.’”
“I used to write more, but
since I’ve got more going on
in my life (these past semesters have been busy), right
now I’m going on eight hours
per week. That’s my goal for
this semester. But before, I

was writing during all my
spare time,” the author says.
“I’m a big believer in reading widely, across various
genres, and being influenced
by as many good writers as
possible. Emulating one author can lead to derivative
work; emulating multiple
authors, combining different elements of their styles,
helps a writer develop her
own style.”
Visit Deborah’s website at
https://deborahrocheleau.
wordpress.com/ for her stories, blog, awards and publications.
Excerpt from “Utopia” in
Boston Literary Magazine.
“We came up with our own
criteria, each to his (or her)
own. Atmospheric lighting,
intensity and duration of
color, even the night sounds
evoked by the departure of
the sun. Clouds were optional, though the best sets,
the masterpieces that would
stand the test of time—if,
that is, we believed in photography—incorporated all
the elements of good painting. A few strokes of cloud, a
wash of stratosphere, and the
spongy mark of the moon.
In time, we learned to read
them with the scientific accuracy of auras. Passionate
red, intuitive indigo. The true
art was, of course, in the criticism.”

fun to role-play with. And
because of the nature of the
show, there are a wide variety of possibilities when
it comes to designs, traits,
magic and
skills for
OCs.

you will be surprised at how
much goes on when you explore. In fact, there are even
Bronies at Wright State.
And who couldn’t fall in
love with such cute adorable
ponies anyway?

B is for Brony: Hoofing it with the My Little Pony fandom
Patrick Schmalstig
Contributing Writer
Schmalstig.5@wright.edu

I

f you’ve been anywhere
on the internet within
the last four years, you probably came across the term
“Brony” a few times. But
what does this term mean?
Who are these strange and
peculiar persons and what
exactly does being a fan of
a show directed towards
young girls mean?
A “Brony” is simply defined as a person who enjoys
the cartoon “My Little Pony.”
The vast majority of Bronies
are typically male adults between the ages of 18 and 24,
which is, for many, where the
controversy begins.
Although the show’s market is children, many adults
have found interest in the
show for several reasons.

The characters in the show
have vivid personalities and
extensive character development. The humor is clean,
classic and can be related to.
The story line is intricate and
portrays very positive messages to the audience.
But if you think that is all
there is to the Brony fandom,
then you haven’t seen anything yet. Besides the show
itself, there are a wide variety of activities that Bronies
participate in.
Of course, as in any fandom,
there is an extensive amount
of fan fiction. There are also
fan animations (which sometimes rival the quality of the
show itself), music, comics,
merchandise and an insane
amount of artwork. There is
even an extensive reviewing
culture within the fandom,
analyzing not only the works

of the show itself but also of
the fandom.
And it still doesn’t stop
there. There are several
events that Bronies participate in, such as the annual
BronyCon. Bronies from
all over the country attend
this gathering to meet new
friends, view panels, attend
concerts and meet the crew
who produce My Little Pony.
The next BronyCon is August
7-9, 2015 in Baltimore, Md.
For those who can’t travel
that far, there is also TrotCon,
which is more local. The next
TrotCon will be July 17, 2015,
in Columbus Ohio.
But perhaps one of the
most popular activities that
Bronies participate in is the
creation of their own original characters (OCs). Bronies
will typically create OCs that
either resembles them as individuals or that are simply

The
Brony fandom as a whole is
a very vast, lively
community full of
unique individuals
who share the same
passion in My Little
Pony. Although to
the average nonBrony, the fandom is very small,

